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Introdu tion

This do ument is the user manual for gema, a program whose name stands for general purpose
ma ro pro essor. This is a utility program whi h is run as a shell ommand under Unix, MS-DOS,
or Windows and an be used for performing onversions or translations of data les or extra ting
information from les.
The man page for gema provides a tutorial introdu tion and a brief referen e summary, while
this do ument provides a more detailed spe i ation. It would probably be best to read the tutorial se tion rst before reading the rest of this do ument. The ommand line options are fully
do umented in the man page, so will not be repeated here.
This version of the do ument is onsistent with versions 1.2 through 1.4 of the program. (Note
that the -version option an be used to he k whi h version you are running.)
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Operational Overview

The program operates on les whi h (as in the C programming language) are a stream of bytes,
with lines separated by a new line hara ter, whi h is denoted as \\n".
The general model of operation is that the program reads an input le and writes an output
le whi h onsists of the input data transformed in a ordan e with a set of transformation rules
provided by the user. A rule onsists of a template and an a tion. The template is a pattern whi h
the program will attempt to mat h with the input data. Any input text that mat hes a template
pattern will be repla ed by the result of evaluating the rule's a tion. There may be multiple sets
of rules, where ea h set of rules is alled a domain. At any given time, translation is ontrolled by
the rules of one parti ular domain, but both templates and a tions are able to swit h to a di erent
domain for pro essing parti ular portions of the data. A domain an inherit from another domain,
meaning that if no mat h is found for the urrent input text in any of the rules for the urrent
domain, then the rules of the inherited domain will be tried.
Pro essing of a le begins using the default domain, whose name is the empty string. First, if
there is a rule with template \\B" (beginning of le) or \\A" (beginning of data), then its a tion is
performed. Then the program begins reading the le. For ea h hara ter position in the le, the
program attempts to nd a rule in the urrent domain whose template pattern mat hes the input
text beginning at that point. If a mat h is found, then the input stream is advan ed to the end of
the mat hed text and the rule's a tion is exe uted. When no template mat hes the urrent position,
the urrent hara ter is opied to the output le (unless the -mat h option is being used), the input
stream is advan ed to the next hara ter, and it tries to nd a template mat hing the text starting
at that position. When the end of the input le is rea hed, if there are any rules with template \\E"
(end of le) or \\Z" (end of data), their a tions will be exe uted, and then the les will be losed.
However, if a template mat hes without advan ing the input stream (for example, if it begins
with \\P"), then after exe uting its a tion, the sear h ontinues as though it had not mat hed. This
is ne essary to avoid hanging in a loop repeating the same mat h forever.
A rule may have an empty a tion, with the e e t that the mat hing text is simply dis arded.
In ea h domain there may be at most one rule with an empty template, whi h signi es a default
a tion to be taken when no other rule mat hes. However, sin e an empty template does not ause
the input stream to be advan ed and there are no more rules to try, this is only meaningful if the
orresponding a tion exits the urrent ontext by using one of end, terminate, fail, or abort.
Generally speaking, while looking for a mat h, the rules within a domain will on eptually be
tried in the same order in whi h they were de ned, so wherever there might be ambiguities, the user
should de ne the rules for preferred spe ial ases before the rules for default general ases. However,
there are some important ex eptions:



Rules beginning with a literal hara ter (in luding spa e or \\S") will be tried before rules
beginning with an argument. (Operators that don't advan e the input stream, su h as \\N",
\\I", or \\L", are ignored for the purpose of this determination.) The way this a tually works
is that the urrent input hara ter is used as an array index to nd the list of rules beginning
with that hara ter. If none are found, or none mat h, then the rules beginning with arguments
are tried in sequen e.



If two rules begin with the same sequen e of literal hara ters, the one with the longer literal
string will be tried rst. This is be ause if this were not done, a more spe i rule appearing
later would never mat h, whi h would surely not be what the user intended.



If two rules have identi al templates, the se ond rule will repla e the rst on the assumption
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that it is a rede nition.1
Rules an be de ned either as arguments of the -p ommand line option or in pattern les loaded
by the -f option. Ea h line in a pattern le an be one of the following:





A omment line, indi ated by a \!" in the rst olumn.



Any other line is expe ted to be a rule, whi h should ontain a \=" separating the template and
a tion. A line may ontain multiple rules, separated by semi olons. A rule may be ontinued
on another line by ending the line with a ba kslash, whi h auses the following newline to be
ignored and skips over any leading spa es on the following line.
Rules may be pre eded by a domain name followed by a olon, whi h auses all of the rules
following on the same line to be de ned in the designated domain. The domain name may
optionally be en losed in angle bra kets, and any leading or trailing blanks will be ignored. If
the domain is to be referen ed in an a tion following \", then the name should be limited to
letters, digits, hyphen, and unders ore.



A line of the form \name1::name2" spe i es that the domain named on the left inherits from
the domain named on the right. Ea h domain an inherit from at most one other, but multiple
levels of inheritan e is allowed.

Any blank lines are ignored.
An immediate a tion { a line beginning with \" an ontain one or more fun tion alls whi h
will be evaluated immediately before reading the next line. Normally these should be fun tions
that are used for their side e e ts and do not return a value. The most ommon ase is using
\set" to initialize a variable.

A template may ontain any of the following:



Literal hara ters, whi h are to be exa tly mat hed. Literal hara ters in lude letters, digits,
spe ial hara ters quoted by a ba kslash, ontrol hara ters designated by ba kslash followed
by a lower ase letter or digit, ontrol hara ters designated by \^" followed by a letter, and
any other hara ters that don't have any spe ial meaning. Any of the 256 possible hara ters
an be used.



Arguments, whi h mat h some variable portion of text, and remember the mat hed text so that
it an be referen ed later. There are several di erent kinds of arguments, whi h are denoted
by \*", \?", \#", \<. . . >". and \/. . . /". The urrent implementation allows a template to
have a maximum of twenty arguments.



Template operators, denoted by a ba kslash followed by an upper ase letter, or by the spa e
hara ter. These may set lo al options, impose additional requirements for a mat h, or allow
skipping of redundant spa es in the input.



A dollar sign may be used followed by a single letter or digit to insert the value of a variable
or a previous argument into the text that is to be mat hed. (This does not urrently work for
\*" arguments.)

An a tion may ontain any of the following:
1 This poli y was adopted before undef had been invented; it might be better to warn about dupli ates and require
expli it unde nition before rede ning.
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Literal hara ters, whi h when evaluated simply opy themselves to the output stream.
The value of a template argument an be output by using a dollar sign followed by the argument
number (en losed in bra es if more than one digit), or by using the hara ters \*", \?", or \#"
to denote the orresponding argument.




The notation \${name}" an be used to output the value of a variable.



Some of the operators denoted by a spa e or ba kslash followed by an upper ase letter also
apply in a tions, typi ally for onditional output of spa es or newlines.

The notation \name{args}" an be used to all a built-in fun tion or to translate the argument
with a user-de ned domain.

A notable di eren e from traditional ma ro pro essors is that the text resulting from an a tion
is not automati ally re-s anned to look for mat hes on the result. This has seemed to be more
useful sin e many of the typi al uses of gema involve translating from one language or representation
to another, so the rules that apply to the input language are not relevant to the output language.
Where desired, res anning an be expli itly invoked as a part of the a tion by using the notation
\domain{text}" to re-pro ess the onstru ted text with the rules of the spe i ed domain.
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Notation

In the do umentation, quotation marks are often used to visually delimit examples that are embedded
in the text. The quotation marks are never part of the example. Letters in itali s are des riptive
pla e-holders, not literal hara ters.

3.1 Spe ial hara ters
By default, the following hara ters have spe ial meaning in patterns. Note that all of these an be
hanged through the use of the set-syntax fun tion. See also the -literal and -ml options.
* In a template, this denotes a wild- ard argument that mat hes any number of hara ters, from
zero up to a maximum of 4096, or as spe i ed by the -arglen option. (Some limit is needed

for eÆ ien y to avoid reading all the way to the end of the le before on luding that the
mat h has failed.) Chara ters are opied from the input stream into the argument value until
a mat h is found for the entire remainder of the template. Thus, when a template has two or
more wild ard arguments, the input text is divided among them as ne essary for the omplete
template to be mat hed. (By ontrast, a \<u>" argument is similar ex ept that it terminates
when a mat h is found for whatever sequen e of literal hara ters follows it, up until the next
argument.) If the -line option is in e e t or if \\L" appeared earlier in the template, then it
will not a ept a newline hara ter.
In an a tion, it denotes the value of the orresponding template argument.

? Wild- ard argument that mat hes any one hara ter. If the -line option is in e e t or if \\L"

appeared earlier in the template, then it will not a ept a newline hara ter.

# Re ursive argument. In a template, this denotes an argument whose value is obtained by translat-

ing the input text in the same domain as the urrent rule until a mat h is found for whatever
sequen e of literal hara ters follows the argument (up to the next argument, or the end of the
template, or \\G").
In an a tion, it denotes the value of the orresponding template argument.

<name> Re ursive argument, translated a ording the named domain, or a pre-de ned re ognizer

argument. The name may be empty to denote the default domain. The name does not have
to have been de ned before it is referen ed. This an be used only in a template. If the -ml
option (new in version 1.4) is in e e t, the syntax is instead: [name℄

/regexp/ In a template, this denotes an argument where the hara ters between the slashes are used
as a regular expression, and the argument value is however mu h text it mat hes. If the -ml

option is in e e t, a verti al bar is used instead of a slash. Regular expressions have been
do umented many other pla es, so will not be detailed here. SuÆ e it to say that the following
hara ters and ombinations have spe ial meaning:
. \ [ ℄ * + ^ $ \( \) \< \>

A slash that is to be part of the regular expression needs to be pre eded by a ba kslash.
Regular expression arguments never ross line boundaries. Unlike other kinds of arguments,
they will mat h as many hara ters as they an, without regard to whatever follows in the
template. For example, the template \a/[a-z℄*/x" will never mat h anything be ause if there
is an ending \x", it will be swallowed by the argument; however, in the template \a<l>x" the
argument will mat h on any letter ex ept \x".
= This designates the end of a template and the beginning of the orresponding a tion.
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$0 This an be used in an a tion to opy the mat hed text to the output. The template is evaluated

as though it were an a tion, with ea h argument designator being repla ed by the a tual
argument value. Note that this does not ne essarily exa tly dupli ate the input text sin e any
ignored whitespa e will be lost and re ursive arguments are shown in their translated form.

$digit

or ${digits} In either a template or a tion, this represents the value of the numbered argument. The argument number must be en losed in bra es if it needs more than one digit. In
a template, this obviously an only refer to a pre eding argument, and in the urrent implementation, the value of a \*" argument annot be a essed within the same template.

$letter In either a template or a tion, this inserts the value of a variable, whi h is limited to having

a name whi h is a single letter. An error is reported if the variable is not de ned.

${name} In an a tion, this outputs the value of variable. The name is limited to not begin with a

digit. An error is reported if the variable is not de ned.

${name;default} In an a tion, this outputs the value of the named variable, if it is de ned, or

evaluates the default a tion if the variable is not de ned.

n

Es ape hara ter; see the se tion on \es ape sequen es" below.

^ Control key. Together with the following hara ter, this represents the ontrol hara ter formed
by ombining the Control key with the hara ter. For example, either \^J" or \^j" ould be

used to denote the ASCII Line Feed hara ter. This notation is not meaningful if the hara ter
set being used is not based on ASCII.

Spa e In a template, a spa e hara ter mat hes one or more whitespa e hara ters in the input,

the same as \\S". (In the less likely event that you really want to mat h exa tly one spa e
hara ter, you an use \\ " or \\s".) In an a tion, a spa e hara ter auses one spa e to be
output if the last hara ter output was not a whitespa e hara ter, ex ept that if there are
multiple adja ent spa es, all but the rst are taken literally. However, if the -w option is used,
then spa es are ignored ex ept where they server to separate two identi ers.

NewLine The end of a line denotes the end of a rule or immediate a tion.
; The semi olon is used to separate multiple rules on the same line, and to separate arguments of

fun tion alls.

name{args} In an a tion, this notation is used to either all a built-in fun tion or to translate the

argument using the rules of the named domain. The name may be empty to denote the default
domain. It is permissible to referen e a domain name that is de ned later in the le. The
bra es may be optionally omitted for fun tions that take no arguments.

sp har When followed by a spe ial hara ter (i.e. not a letter or digit), the \" indi ates that the

following hara ter has its default meaning, as do umented in this list. This an be used to
a ess the original fun tionality of a hara ter that has been hanged by the -literal option
or set-syntax fun tion. For example, if you had done \-literal /" and then dis overed
that you do need to use a regular expression, you ould write it as \/regexp/".

: The hara ters to the left of the olon (with any leading and trailing spa es and surrounding angle

bra kets removed) onstitute the name of the domain in whi h the rules that follow on the
same line will be de ned.
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:: A double olon spe i es that the domain whose name appears to the left, inherits from the

domain whose name appears to the right.

! Comment { the rest of the line is ignored. This an either appear at the beginning of a line to

ause the whole line to be ignored, or it an be used at the end of a rule so that the remainder
of the line is a omment.

3.2 Es ape Sequen es
The ba kslash hara ter denotes spe ial handling for the hara ter that follows it.






When followed by a lower- ase letter or a digit, it represents a parti ular ontrol hara ter.
When followed by an upper- ase letter, it is a pattern mat h operator.
A ba kslash at the end of a line designates ontinuation by ausing the newline to be ignored
along with any leading white spa e on the following line.
Before any other hara ter, the ba kslash quotes the hara ter so that it simply represents
itself. In parti ular, a literal ba kslash is represented by two ba kslashes.

Following are the de ned es ape sequen es:

na Alert (a.k.a. bell) hara ter
nb Ba kspa e hara ter
n x Control key ombined with the following

hara ter. For example, \\ i", \\ I", \^i", \^I",
and \\t" all have the same e e t, namely to represent the ASCII Tab hara ter.

nd Delete hara ter
ne Es ape hara ter (i.e. ESC, not ba kslash)
nf Form feed hara ter
nn New line hara ter
nr arriage Return hara ter
ns Spa e hara ter
nt horizontal Tab hara ter
nv Verti al tab hara ter
nxxx hara ter spe i ed by its heXade imal ode
ndigits hara ter spe i ed by its o tal ode
nA Mat hes the beginning of the input data, either the beginning of a
argument for a domain used as a fun tion.

nB

le or the beginning of the

Mat hes the beginning of le. This an be used either by itself to spe ify a tions to be taken
before beginning to read the le, or it an be used at the beginning of a template that is to
mat h only on the rst line of the le.
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This auses ase-insensitive omparison for letters in the rest of the template. (See also the -i
option whi h sele ts ase-insensitive mode globally.)

nE
nG

Mat hes the end of le.

nI

Identi er separator. In a template, this mat hes an empty string if it is not within an identi er.
In other words, it requires either of the adja ent hara ters to not be an identi er onstituent
in order for the template to mat h. In an a tion, this outputs a spa e hara ter if the last
hara ter output is an identi er onstituent. By default, an identi er onstituent is a letter,
digit, or unders ore, but this an be extended by the -id hars option.

nJ
nL
nN
nP
nS
nW

nX
nZ

Goal point. This an be used in a template to indi ate the end of the literal string that is used
to re ognize the end of the pre eding argument. For example, if the template \a(<T>) done"
is applied to the input data \a(x) b(y) done", the argument \<T>" will mat h on the text
\x) b(y", whi h is probably not what was desired. If the template is written as \a(<T>)\G done"
then the argument will be terminated by the rst right parenthesis, and then the mat h will
fail if the text following the parenthesis doesn't mat h \ done". This does not yet work for
\*" arguments.
If \\G" immediately follows a re ursive argument, then there is no delimiter, and the argument
will ontinue to a ept hara ters until it stops itself by exe uting end or terminate.

Join { lo ally ountera ts the -w and/or -t option by saying that spa es in the input will not
be ignored at this position, and an identi er delimiter is not required here. If neither of these
options is being used, then it has no e e t. Not meaningful in an a tion.
Line mode { arguments that follow in the same template are not allowed to ross line boundaries.
This also means that \\S" and \\W" will not a ept newline hara ters. However, a line
boundary an still be rossed by an expli it \\n" or \\N".
New line boundary. In a template, this mat hes an empty string if it is at either the beginning
of a line or the end of a line (either before or after a new line hara ter, or at the beginning
or end of the le or data stream). In an a tion, it outputs a new line hara ter if the last
hara ter output is not a new line.
Position { if the template mat hes, the input stream will be left at this position. Thus everything
following this is a look-ahead, and will be re-read for subsequent pattern mat hes.
Spa e. In a template, this mat hes one or more whitespa e hara ters. (See also \<S>" whi h has
the same e e t ex ept that the spa es are remembered as an argument value.) In an a tion,
it outputs one spa e hara ter if the last hara ter output is not a whitespa e hara ter.
Optional whitespa e. In a template, this spe i es that any whitespa e hara ters in the input
stream at this point will be skipped over. (See also \<s>" whi h has the same e e t ex ept that
the spa es are remembered as an argument value.) However, if this is followed in the template
by a literal whitespa e hara ter, then that hara ter will not be skipped. For example, in
\\W\n", the \\W" will skip any whitespa e other than a newline. This has no e e t in an
a tion. See also the -w option whi h ignores spa es everywhere.
Word separator. In a template, this mat hes an empty string if it is not within a word. In this
ontext, a word onsists of letters and digits.
Mat hes the end of the input data, either the end of a le or the end of the argument for a
domain used as a fun tion, or a look-ahead mat h of the terminating string for a re ursive
argument.
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3.3 Re ognizer arguments
The following argument designators, onsisting of a single letter between angle bra kets, an be used
in templates to mat h on various kinds of hara ters. Pre eding the letter with \-" inverts the test.
The argument requires at least one mat hing hara ter if the letter is upper ase, or is optional if
the letter is lower ase. The letter may be followed by a number to mat h on that many hara ters,
or up to that maximum for an optional argument. If the number is 0, the argument mat hes if the
next hara ter is of the indi ated kind, but the input stream is not advan ed past it; in other words,
this a ts as a one- hara ter look-ahead.
If the argument is followed in the template by literal hara ters, then the argument will be
terminated when that literal string is mat hed, even if those hara ters would otherwise qualify for
in lusion in the argument.
<A> Alphanumeri (letters and digits)
<C> Control hara ters
<D> Digits
<F> File pathname. See the -file hars option.
<G> Graphi

hara ters, i.e. any non-spa e printable hara ter

<I> Identi er. By default, an identi er onsists of letters, digits, and unders ores. See the -id hars

option.

<J> lower ase letters (in version 1.2 or later)
<K> upper ase letters (in version 1.2 or later)
<L> Letters (either upper or lower ase)
<N> Number, i.e. digits with optional sign and de imal point
<O> O tal digits
<P> Printing hara ters, in luding spa e
<S> white Spa e hara ters (spa e, tab, newline, FF, VT)
<T> Text hara ters, in luding all printing hara ters and white spa e
<U> Universal (mat hes anything ex ept end-of- le)
<W> Word (letters, apostrophe, and hyphen)
<X> hexade imal digits
<Y> pun tuation (graphi

hara ters that are not identi ers)
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Built-in Fun tions

There are a large number of built-in fun tions that an be used in a tions. Fun tion alls have
the form \name{args}", with arguments separated by \;". For fun tions without arguments, the
argument delimiters \{}" may be omitted if they are not needed to separate the name from the
following hara ter.2 Ea h argument is itself an a tion whi h an use any of the spe ial hara ters
de ned in a tions, in luding nested fun tion alls. The argument value is the result of evaluating
the argument. In a few ases, arguments that are not used are skipped instead of being evaluated,
but arguments are never used literally. All fun tions take a xed number of arguments, although in
a ouple of ases the last argument is optional.
The des riptions of the fun tions use the terminology of a value being returned by the fun tion,
but it would be more a urate to speak of the result as being the series of hara ters that will be
written to the urrent output stream, sin e in general the result value is not a tually materialized
as a separate string. Usually while evaluating a fun tion argument, the urrent output stream is
an internal bu er that olle ts the argument value for the fun tion, and the fun tion argument is
a tually an input stream that reads from that bu er. But in most ases these distin tions are not
important for understanding how to use the fun tions.
The following se tions do ument groups of related fun tions.

4.1 Numbers
Sin e gema is a text pro essor, it is not intended to be onvenient or eÆ ient for performing numeri
operations, but it does have a set of arithmeti fun tions that should be suÆ ient to make it possible
to do whatever al ulations are ne essary.
While all values are hara ter strings, a string an be treated as a number if it onsists of de imal
digits optionally pre eded by + or - and optionally pre eded or followed by spa es. Where a numeri
argument is required, su h a string will be onverted internally to a 32-bit signed integer. An error
will be reported if the string is not a valid number. Fun tions that return a number will return a
string of de imal digits possibly pre eded by a minus sign.
Following are the arithmeti fun tions:
add{number;number} Addition { returns the sum of the two numbers.
sub{number;number} Subtra tion { returns the rst argument minus the se ond.
mul{number;number} Multipli ation { returns the produ t of the two numbers.
div{number;number} Division { returns the quotient of dividing the rst argument by the se ond.
mod{number;number} Modulus { returns the rst argument modulo the se ond, as implemented
by the C operator \%".

Also, the following group of fun tions an be used to operate on numbers as bit strings:
and{number;number} Returns the bit-wise and of the two numbers.
or{number;number} Returns the bit-wise or of the two numbers.
not{number} Returns the bit-wise inverse of the argument.
2 Empty bra es might mean either no argument, or a single argument whi h is an empty string. This potential
ambiguity is not a problem be ause there aren't any fun tions that take a single optional argument.
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Finally, some other assorted fun tions that deal with numbers:
 mpn{number;number; less-value;equal-value;greater-value} Compare numbers { returns the re-

sult of evaluating either the third, fourth, or fth argument depending on whether the rst
argument is less than, equal to, or greater than the se ond, when ompared as 32-bit signed
numbers. The two arguments that are not used are not evaluated. For example, the following
rule de nes a fun tion that will return the larger of two omma-separated numbers:
maxn:<N>,<N>= mpn{$1;$2;$2;$1;$1}

while the following rule sets a variable to the largest number seen:
notemax:<N>= mpn{$1;${max};;;set{max;$1}}

int- har{number} Returns the hara ter whose internal ode is given by the argument.
 har-int{ hara ter} Returns the de imal number representation of the internal hara ter ode of

the argument, whi h should be a single- hara ter string.

radix{from;to;value} Radix onversion. The rst two arguments must be de imal integers. The

third argument is interpreted as a number whose base is spe i ed by the rst argument. The
result value is that number represented in the base spe i ed by the se ond argument. As
urrently implemented, from may be any number from 2 to 32, but to an only be one of 8, 10,
or 16. For example, o tal onstants in a C program ould be onverted to hexade imal form
by the following rule:
\I0<O>\I=0xradix{8;16;$1}

For hexade imal output, upper ase letters are used for the digits greater than 9. If lower ase
letters are desired, the down ase fun tion an be used on the value returned by radix.

4.2 String fun tions
The following built-in fun tions perform various manipulations on hara ter strings.

4.2.1 Output formatting | padding, lling, and wrapping
The following group of fun tions take two arguments; the rst must be a number and the se ond
is an arbitrary string. If the length of the string is greater than the number, then it is returned
un hanged. Otherwise, the returned value will onsist of the string padded with spa es to be of the
designated length. The hoi e of fun tion determines how the padding is done:
left{length;string} Left-justify the string, padding with spa es to the designated length. For example, \left{8;ab}" returns \ab" followed by 6 spa es, while \left{8;hippopotamus}"

returns \hippopotamus" with no spa es. If you want long values to be trun ated, you an use:
left{length;substring{0;length;string}}
or write something like \left{8; ut8{arg}}", a ompanied by the rule: \ ut8:<U8>=$1end".

right{length;string} Right-justify the string, padding with spa es to the designated length.
 enter{length;string} Center the string within a eld of the designated length.

Note that any of these fun tions an also be used with an empty se ond argument as a onvenient
way to generate a parti ular number of spa es.
The following group of fun tions serve a similar purpose, ex ept that padding an be done using
any arbitrary string instead of spa es. Here the rst argument is the string representing an empty
eld, and the se ond argument will be justi ed within that eld.
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fill-left{ba kground;value} Left-justify the value on top of the ba kground string. For example,
\fill-left{......;foo}" returns \foo...".
fill-right{ba kground;value} Right-justify the value on top of the ba kground string. For example, \fill-right{00000;12}" returns \00012".
fill- enter{ba kground;value} Center the value on top of the ba kground string. For example,
\fill- enter{(((())));xy}" returns \(((xy)))".

The following fun tions perform formatting based in the urrent ontext in the output stream:
tab{number} The return value onsists of however many spa e hara ters it takes to advan e the

output stream to the spe i ed olumn number. If the output stream is already at or beyond
the spe i ed olumn, the return value is empty. Column 1 means the rst hara ter position
following a newline hara ter or the beginning of the data stream. Thus, for example, if the
last hara ter output was a newline, then tab{10} will return 9 spa e hara ters so that the
next hara ter written will go in olumn 10.

wrap{string} Output with line wrapping. If there is room for the string on the urrent line of

output, then it will be returned un hanged. Otherwise, when the string is longer than the
remaining spa e on the urrent line, the return value onsists of a newline hara ter followed
by an optional indentation string followed by the string argument with any leading whitespa e
removed. However, if the output stream is already at the beginning of a line, then the return
value is the indentation string followed by the argument string with leading whitespa e removed. By default, the lines are up to 80 hara ters long and the indentation string is empty.
These parameters an be hanged by the set-wrap fun tion below. Typi ally the argument
string will be a word pre eded by a spa e hara ter, so that the spa e will separate it from the
previous word if it ts on the urrent line, or will be dis arded if a new line is started.
For example, you ould reformat a text le with the shell ommand:
gema -p '<G>=wrap{ $1};\n\W\n=\n\n;\S=;' in.text out.text

where the rst rule auses the groups of graphi (non-spa e) hara ters to be written separated
by a single spa e in 80- hara ter lines, the se ond rule preserves blank lines as paragraph
separators, and the third rule dis ards other whitespa e hara ters.
set-wrap{number;string} For subsequent alls to wrap, the rst argument spe i es the maximum

number of hara ters in a line, and the se ond argument is the indentation string. No value is
returned. For example, for output with a four hara ter left margin followed by a maximum
of 70 hara ters of text, do: \set-wrap{74;\s\s\s\s}"

4.2.2 String Comparison
The following fun tions ompare two strings, and then returns the value of one of three arguments
depending on the result of the omparison. The two arguments that are not used are not evaluated,
so these fun tions an be used for onditional evaluation of side-e e ts as well as for returning a
value.
 mps{string;string;less-value;equal-value;greater-value} Compare strings, ase-sensitive. The omparison is performed by the C fun tion str mp. The returned value is either the third, fourth,

or fth argument depending on whether the rst argument is less than, equal to, or greater
than the se ond.
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 mpi{string;string;less-value;equal-value;greater-value} Compare strings, ase-insensitive. The
omparison is performed by the C fun tion stri mp.

4.2.3 Case onversion
The following fun tions return a opy of their argument, onverting the ase of any letters:
up ase{string} Convert any lower ase letters to upper ase.
down ase{string} Convert any upper ase letters to lower ase.

For example, the following rule will apitalize ea h word in the input data:
<L1><w>=up ase{$1}down ase{$2}

4.2.4 Mis ellaneous string fun tions
length{string} Returns the length of the argument as a de imal number. For
example,\length{ab defghijkl}" returns the string \12".
reverse{string} Returns the hara ters of the argument in reversed order.
For example, \reverse{ab d}" returns \d ba". This may be useful for performing pro essing

that needs to be done from right to left. For example, the following set of rules will insert
ommas in the proper position in all numbers of four or more digits, grouping the digits by
threes from the right-hand end:
<D3><D>=reverse{ omma{reverse{$1$2}}}
omma:<D3><D0>=$1,

substring{skip;length;string} Returns a substring of the third argument formed by skipping the

number of hara ters indi ated by the rst argument and then taking the number of hara ters indi ated by the se ond argument. For example, \substring{3,4,elephant}" returns \phan". If the rst argument is negative, the e e t is the same as zero. If the rst
argument is greater than the length of the string, then the result value is empty. The result may a tually be shorter than length if there are not enough hara ters in the string:
\substring{3;99;tiger}" returns \er".
Note that splitting input data into elds is usually more onveniently done by using a template
su h as \\L<U2><U3><u>\n". The substring fun tion is more likely to be useful in ases
where the numbers are omputed instead of being onstants.

repeat{number;a tion} The se ond argument is repeated the number of times spe i ed by the rst
argument. For example, a string of eighty hyphens an be onstru ted by \repeat{80;-}".

While this is being listed under string fun tions be ause it doesn't seem to t any other
ategory, it is useful for mu h more than just repeating strings. Rather than just repeating
the value, the se ond argument is an a tion whi h is evaluated the spe i ed number of times,
so it an have side-e e ts whi h are also performed repeatedly. If the number is less than or
equal to zero, the se ond argument is not evaluated at all. For example, the following a tion
will output the numbers from 1 to 100:
set{n;0}repeat{100;in r{n} $n}

Note that there is no operator or fun tion needed for on atenation of strings sin e on atenation
of elements is implied simply by juxtoposition.
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4.3 Variables
A variable onsists of a name and an asso iated value, both of whi h are hara ter strings. Variable
names are ase-sensitive (regardless of the -i option). The value an ontain any of the 256 possible
hara ters, and the name an ontain any hara ters ex ept for NUL. Names onsisting of a period
followed by upper ase letters are by onvention reserved for internal use. Both strings may be of
any length, limited only by the amount of memory available. Variables are manipulated by using
the following a tion fun tions. Ex ept for var, they have no return value.
set{name;value} Set the named variable to the designated value. If the variable was already
de ned, the previous value is dis arded. For example, \set{ ount;0}" initializes variable
\ ount" to 0.
var{name} Returns the urrent value of the named variable. If the variable is not de ned, an

error is reported and the return value is unspe i ed.3

var{name;default} If the named variable is de ned, then its urrent value is returned and the

se ond argument is skipped without being evaluated. Otherwise, when the name is not de ned,
the return value is the result of evaluating the se ond argument.

append{name;string} The string is appended to the end of the value of the named variable.
If the variable was not previously de ned, then this a ts the same as set. For example,
\append{buf;$1}" has the same e e t as \set{buf;var{buf;}$1}", but using append

is onsiderably more eÆ ient.

in r{name} The value of the named variable is in remented by one. You might think of \in r{n}"

as being an abbreviation for
\ set{n;add{var{n};1}}"
but it is a tually more general than that. The value may ontain arbitrary hara ters before
or after the number, and the number will be in remented while leaving the other hara ters
un hanged. For example, if the value is \B9a", it will be in remented to \B10a". The value
an also be just one or more letters, in whi h ase the last letter will be in remented to the
following letter; for example, \a" in rements to \b". and \z" in rements to \aa".

de r{name} The value of the named variable is de remented by one. This works like in r ex ept
that the in rement is 1 instead of +1, and de rementing a value of \a" is an error.
bind{name;string} Sets the value of the named variable to the string. If the variable was already

de ned, the previous value is remembered so that it an be restored by a subsequent all to

unbind. If bind is alled in the ontext of a re ursive argument for a template mat h that

subsequently fails, then the binding will be undone automati ally.

unbind{name} The named variable is restored to the value it had before the most re ent bind.
It it had not been de ned before the bind, then it be omes unde ned again. An error is

reported if the variable is unde ned or if there is no pending binding.

push{name;string} A variable may be thought of as a sta k of values, where var a esses the
top-of-sta k value, push pushes a new value onto the top of the sta k, set modi es the top
value, and pop pops the top value o the sta k. push is a tually just another name for
bind.
3 Currently,

the name is returned, but that should not be relied on.
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pop{name} The variable is restored to the value it had before the most re ent push. This is
a tually just another name for unbind. The top-of-sta k value is simply dis arded; there is

no return value.

Also, var (both the one and two argument forms) may be abbreviated as $, providing that
the name does not begin with a digit. Thus, for example, \${foo}" has the same meaning as
\var{foo}". Furthermore, if the variable name is a single onstant letter and there is no default
value argument, then the bra es may be omitted. Thus, \var{i}" an be abbreviated as \$i".
This last form (dollar letter) also has the spe ial property that it an be used in a template to insert
the urrent value of a variable into the template to be mat hed. All of the other variable operations
an only be used in a tions.
Lisp programmers may nd it helpful to note that set is like the Lisp set form, var is like
symbol-value, and the ombination of bind and unbind is like what happens in a let for a
variable with dynami s ope.
While there is no support for arrays as su h, note that sin e the name of a variable an ontain any
hara ters, and the name is an evaluated argument, it is possible to do things like \set{A[$i℄;$1}"
whi h looks like an array and an be used like an array, even though the bra kets and subs ript are
really just part of the variable name.
Variables an also be used as an asso iative look-up table, where the name is the key. However,
the urrent implementation assumes that the number of variables will be small, so it may be ome
slow if used as a table with a large number of entries.

4.4 Files
4.4.1 Pathname manipulation
This group of fun tions allow onstru ting pathnames in a manner that allows a pattern le to be
independent of the pathname syntax for a parti ular operating system.
makepath{dire tory;name;suÆx} Returns the le pathname formed by merging the le name in

the se ond argument with the default dire tory in the rst argument and repla ing the suÆx
from the third argument, if not empty. If the se ond argument is an absolute pathname, then it
retains the same dire tory and the rst argument is not used. For example (assuming running
on Unix):

makepath{/home/dir;bar. ;.o} ) /home/dir/bar.o
makepath{/home/dir;/s r/bar. ;.o} ) /s r/bar.o
makepath{/home/dir;bar. ;} ) /home/dir/bar.
mergepath{pathname;name;suÆx} Returns the le pathname formed by merging the se ond ar-

gument with a default dire tory extra ted from the rst argument and repla ing the suÆx
from the third argument, if not empty. This di ers from makepath in that the rst argument
is a omplete le pathname whose name portion is ignored. This would be used to reate a
new le in the same dire tory as another le. For example (assuming running on Unix):
mergepath{/a/foo.i;bar. ;/a/baz.o} ) /a/bar.o
mergepath{/a/foo.i;/b/bar. ;.o} ) /b/bar.o
mergepath{/a/foo.i;bar. ;} ) /a/bar.
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relative-path{pathname;pathname} If the two pathnames have the same dire tory portion, re-

turn the se ond argument with the ommon dire tory removed; else return the whole se ond
argument. Note that if the two arguments are the same, this has the e e t of separating the
le name from the dire tory. For example:
relative-path{/a/x/ at.x;/a/x/dog. } ) dog.
relative-path{/a/x/ at.x;/a/y/dog. } ) /a/y/dog.

expand-wild{pathname} Usually this fun tion just returns its argument followed by a newline.
When running on MS-DOS or Windows and the pathname is a wild ard (i.e. ontains \*"
or \?"), the return value onsists of all les that mat h the pattern, with a newline following

ea h one. If there are no mat hes, a warning is written to the error output and the return
value is empty. This wild ard expansion is done by a system all, so it is onsistent with other
MS-DOS or Windows ommand-line utilities, but the meaning of \*" is not ompletely the
same as in gema patterns. On Unix, wild ard arguments are presumed to have already been
expanded by the shell, so expansion is not done here.

4.4.2 Using alternate input and output les
err{string} The argument is evaluated with its output being dire ted to the standard error output
stream (stderr in C terminology). There is no return value. This an be used to write error

messages or status messages. Don't forget that newlines must be expli itly provided, so the
argument typi ally needs to end with \\n".

out{string} The argument is evaluated with its output being sent dire tly to the urrent output

le instead of to the urrent output stream. The distin tion arises during translation of a
re ursive argument, where out an be used to write dire tly to the output le instead of
appending to the value of the argument being translated. Usually this is not what you want
to do, but it may be useful in some ir umstan es.
For example, suppose some algebrai language is to be translated into an assembly-like language. A typi al rule might look something like:
expr:<term>+<term>=in r{t}out{\N ADD $1,$2,R$t\n}R$t

where an expression \x+y" would be pro essed by outputting \ ADD x,y,R1" and returning
\R1" as the result value to be used as an operand of the next instru tion.
write{pathname;string} First the rst argument is evaluated and the le that it names is opened
for writing. If the pathname is \-", then standard output will be used. If the same identi al
pathname has previously been used in a write all, then it will ontinue writing to the end

of the same le without re-opening or rewinding it.
Then the se ond argument is evaluated, with its output being dire ted to the designated le.
Within that evaluation, the fun tion outpath will return the rst argument of the write.
The le remains open until either the program terminates or the same pathname is referen ed
in a all to  lose or read.

 lose{pathname} If the argument is identi al to one previously appearing as the pathname argument in a all to write, then that output le will be losed. Otherwise, nothing happens.
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read{pathname} The le named by the argument is opened for reading. If the pathname is \-",
then standard input is used. If the same identi al pathname was previously used in a write,

the output le will be losed before re-opening the le for reading. The result is an input
stream that will read from the le as needed, and lose it when the end is rea hed. This is
ommonly used in the ontext: \domain{read{pathname}}" whi h says to translate using
the alternate le as input. Within this translation, the fun tions file, inpath, line,
 olumn, and file-time will all refer to the le named in the argument of read. However,
if the read fun tion has its result on atenated with something else instead of appearing by
itself as the argument to another fun tion, then the e e t will be to opy the entire ontents
of the le to the urrent output and lose the le.

probe{pathname} This an be used to test a pathname to see whether it an be opened. The
result value is \F" if the argument names an existing le, \D" if it names a dire tory, \V" if it
names a devi e, \U" if it is unde ned, or \X" if it is de ned in some unexpe ted way.

4.4.3 File ontext queries
outpath{} Returns the pathname of the urrent output le, or as mu h of the pathname as is

known. This would be the same as the output le argument on the ommand line or the
pathname argument to the write fun tion if within that ontext.

inpath{} Returns the pathname of the urrent input le, or as mu h of the pathname as is known.

This would be the same as the input le argument on the ommand line or the pathname
argument to the read fun tion.

file{} Returns the name of the urrent input le, with any dire tories removed.
line{} Returns the urrent line number in the input le. More pre isely, this is the line number

of the last hara ter mat hed by the template. If that hara ter is a newline hara ter, this is
the number of the line pre eding the newline.

 olumn{} Returns the olumn number of the urrent position in the input stream, i.e., the olumn

of the last hara ter in the text mat hed by the template. For example, the following default
rule ould be used to write an error message for unexpe ted input:
?=err{\NIllegal hara ter "$1" in line line, olumn  olumn.\n}

out- olumn{} Returns the olumn number of the urrent position in the urrent output le.
file-time{} Returns the date and time when the urrent input le was last modi ed. The
information is presented as formatted by the C fun tion time, ex ept without any newline.

4.5 Control ow fun tions
end{} Signals the su essful ompletion of the urrent translation.

If this appears in the a tion for a pattern mat h at the top level of a le, the remainder of the
input le will not be read, and if there are no more input les to be pro essed, the program
will terminate with an exit status of 0 (assuming there were no errors before). For example,
the following shell ommand will print the rst line that mat hes and then stop:
gema -mat h -p 'Title\:*\n=$0end' foo
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If this appears within the ontext of a re ursive argument, then it ends the argument and
returns ontrol to the en losing template to ontinue pro essing the input. For example, with
the following rules:
sign:+=+end;-=-end;=end

the template argument \<sign>" will a ept an optional plus or minus sign and nothing more.
fail{} Signals failure of the urrent translation. At top-level, this will terminate pro essing of the
input le like end, ex ept that the program will have a non-zero exit status. For example,

the following ommand will indi ate by the exit status whether the le being tested ontains
a parti ular string:
gema -mat h -p 'Su

ess=end;\E=fail' foo.text

If the string is found, the program exits with 0; if the end of the le is rea hed, then a non-zero
exit status is returned.
Within the ontext of a re ursive argument, this auses the en losing template to report a
failed mat h.
terminate{} This ends the translation of a re ursive argument. If the argument value is empty,
then the template mat h fails, like for fail. Otherwise, when some hara ters have been
a epted, pro essing of the template ontinues like for end. This is typi ally used instead of
end in a delimiter rule when an empty string is not be be onsidered a mat h. For example,

with the following rules:

vowel:a=a;e=e;i=i;o=o;u=u;=terminate

the argument \<vowel>" will mat h one or more vowels.
abort{} Immediately terminates exe ution of the program with a non-zero exit status.
exit-status{number} This fun tion an be used to spe ify that a parti ular exit status value will

be returned when the program exits, providing that there is no error ondition that spe i ed
a higher value rst. This ould be alled before fail or abort to ause some parti ular
non-zero value to be returned for the sake of a shell s ript that wants to test for what kind of
failure o urred.

4.6 Other operating system interfa es
date{} Returns the urrent date, in the form: mm/dd/yyyy
datime{} Returns the urrent date and time, as formatted by the C fun tion time, ex ept without

any newline.

time{} Returns the urrent time, in the form: hh:mm:ss
getenv{name;default} Returns the value of an environment variable, as from the C fun tion
getenv. The rst argument is the name of the environment variable. The se ond argument is

optional, and will be returned as the default value if the environment variable is not de ned.
For example, on a Unix system, the a tion \getenv{USER}" will output the urrent user ID.
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shell{string} The argument value is exe uted as a shell ommand by passing it to the C fun tion
system. Although it would be desirable for this to return the text written by exe ution of the

ommand, that is not urrently implemented. Instead, any output from the ommand goes
dire tly to standard output, and there is no value returned to the urrent output stream. For
example, the following a tion ould be used to sort a temporary le:
shell{sort \< '${tmpfil1}' \> '${tmpfil2}'}

4.7 De nitions
The following fun tions an be used to add or remove de nitions of rules at run time.
define{patterns} De ne new rules. The evaluated argument value is read as a pattern le, de ning

rules and performing immediate a tions as spe i ed. There is no return value. For example,
you an have one pattern le in lude another by using an immediate a tion like this:
define{read{foo.pat}}

For another example, to emulate a C pre-pro essor, the #define dire tive ould be implemented by the following rule (assuming, for simpli ity of the example, no arguments, no
ontinuation lines, and no omments):
\N\#define <I> *\n=define{\\I$1\\I\=quote{$2}}

Note that the tri ky part here is to get the right level of quoting so that things are evaluated at the proper time. The quote fun tion is explained below. Given the input line
\#define NUM 34", the argument of define will evaluate to the string \\INUM\I=34" whi h
will then be de ned as a new rule.
quote{string} Returns a opy of the argument value with ba kslashes inserted where ne essary so
that define and undefine will treat all of the hara ters as literals.4 For example, given
an argument whi h evaluates to the string \a * 3", the return value will be \a\ \*\ 3".
undefine{patterns} This an be used to unde ne rules. The argument is pro essed like for
define, ex ept that instead of de ning rules, the e e t is to an el any existing rule that
exa tly mat hes. The argument may also be just a template, without any \=" or a tion, in

whi h ase any rule with the same template will be an elled, without regard to its a tion. For
example, the C #undef dire tive ould be emulated (with the same simplifying assumptions
as the #define example above) by the rule:
\N\#undef <I>=undefine{\\I$1\\I}

subst{patterns;operand} Substitution. Return the result of translating the operand a ording to

the patterns spe i ed by the rst argument. The rst argument is pro essed the same as by
define, ex ept that the rules are impli itly de ned in a temporary domain whi h is deleted
after being used to translate the operand. An expli it domain name (i.e. before a olon) is not
allowed. For example, \subst{\\Iis\\I\=was;this is it}" will return \this was it".
Usually this sort of substitution is more onveniently and eÆ iently done by using a domain

4 Lisp programmers should not onfuse quote with the Lisp quote form; rather this is like the notion of printing
with slashi ation.
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fun tion (for example, \frob{this is it}" with rule \frob:\Iis\I=was"), but the subst
fun tion an be used in ases where the substitution needs to be omputed at run time. For
example, to emulate a C #define dire tive with one argument:
\N\#define <I>\W(\W<I>\W) *\n=\
define{\\I$1\\W(\#)\=subst{\\I$2\\I\=\\\$1;quote{*}}}

Here subst is used to repla e referen es to the C argument name with the \$1" notation used
by gema.

4.8 Setting Options
The following group of fun tions an be used to set various program options. These are typi ally
used as immediate a tions in a pattern le to set the options that the le needs, instead of requiring
separate ommand line options. None of these fun tions return any result value.
set-swit h{name;value} Sets the value of any of several option swit hes that have numeri values.

In most ases the value should be either 1 for true or 0 for false. The de ned swit h names
are:
arglen { maximum length for \*" operands. This is the only swit h that takes a number

rather than being just true or false.
b { binary mode
i { ase-insensitive mode
k { keep going after errors
line { line mode
mat h { mat h only mode
t { token mode (However, this is only part of the \-t" ommand line option, whi h is implemented by \set-swit h{t;1}set-swit h{w;1}".)
tra e { write pattern mat h diagnosti messages to stderr. (Only re ognized if the program
was ompiled with \-DTRACE".)
w { ignore whitespa e in the input (This is only part of the \-w" ommand line option, whi h
is implemented by \set-swit h{w;1}set-syntax{S;\s\t}".)
In ea h ase, the swit h orresponds to the ommand line option with the same name, and
further explanation of the meaning an be found there.
get-swit h{name} Returns the urrent value of the named swit h.
set-parm{name;value} Sets the value of any of several options that have string values. The
de ned names are \id hars", \file hars", and \ba kup". These are used to implement the

ommand line options with the same names, and the meaning is do umented there.

set-syntax{type; harset} This fun tion an be used to hange the meaning of hara ters in pat-

terns. When used as an immediate a tion in a pattern le, it takes e e t beginning with the
next line read. The rst argument designates one or more synta ti ategories, and the se ond
argument is a set of hara ters that will now have that meaning. For ea h hara ter in the
rst argument, the orresponding hara ter in the se ond argument a quires the designated
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synta ti lass; when there is only one remaining hara ter in the rst argument, it applies to
all of the remaining hara ters in the se ond argument. The synta ti lass may be identi ed
by either the spe ial hara ter whi h urrently has that lass (or whi h has that lass by default
if it is urrently a literal), or by one of the following letters:
A { argument separator. This is one of the two uses of the semi olon in the default synC
D

E
F
I
K
L
M

Q
S
T

tax. For example, if you wanted to be able to use omma to separate arguments, do:
\set-syntax{A;,}"
{ omment. Causes the rest of the line to be ignored as a omment.
{ domain argument. Chara ters of this lass an be used as an abbreviation for a domain
argument with the same name. There are no hara ters that have this lass by default. For
example, if you say \set-syntax{D;%}", then the hara ter \%" represents a re ursive
argument in the domain de ned by rules pre xed by \%:". In other words, \%" be omes
an abbreviation for \<%>", and it also an be used in an a tion to represent the value of
the orresponding argument, like with \*", \?", and \#".
{ es ape. Together with the following hara ter, it spe i es a ontrol hara ter or template
operator. This is half of what the ba kslash does in the default syntax.
{ fun tion pre x. This introdu es the name of a fun tion to be alled. This is one of two
uses of \" in the default syntax.
{ ignore. Chara ters with this lass will be ompletely ignored. There are no hara ters
that have this lass by default.
{ hara ter operator. Causes the following hara ter to have its default meaning. This is
one of the two things that \" is used for in the default syntax.
{ literal. For example, the ommand line option \-literal '/?^'" is implemented by:
\set-syntax{L;\/\?\^}"
{ quote until mat h. Causes the following hara ters to be taken literally until a se ond
o urren e of the hara ter is found. For the sake of ompatibility with earlier versions, there are urrently no hara ters that have this lass by default. For example,
\set-syntax{M;\'}" auses all hara ters between mat hing apostrophes to be taken
literally (even ba kslash).
{ quote one hara ter. Causes the following hara ter to be taken literally. This is half of
what the ba kslash does in the default syntax.
{ ignored spa e. Chara ters with this lass will be ignored unless they separate two identiers, in whi h ase they will be treated like \\S". There are no hara ters that have this
lass by default, but part of what the -w option does is: \set-syntax{S;\s\t}"
{ terminator. A hara ter with this lass marks the end of a rule. By default, newline is
used for this purpose.

For example, \set-syntax{\*;\~}" would ause tilde to represent a wild ard argument. This
doesn't hange the meaning of the asterisk, it just means that now either of the hara ters an
be used for that purpose. If you wanted to delimit re ursive arguments with square bra kets,
and let angle bra kets be literals, do: \set-syntax{\<\>LL;\[\℄\<\>}"
reset-syntax{} Re-initializes the syntax tables to their default state, thus undoing the e e ts of
any alls to set-syntax, in luding any use of the -literal option.

4
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set-lo ale{name} Set the internationalization lo ale, using the C fun tion setlo ale. A typi al

usage would be:

set-lo ale{getenv{LANG;C}}

This may a e t whi h hara ters are onsidered to be letters. Currently this has no e e t on
MS-DOS.

4.9 Informational fun tions
show-help{} Displays on the standard error output a brief explanation of how to use the program.
No value is returned. This is used internally to implement the -help option, and is not likely

to be of use otherwise. The message is onstru ted based on the urrent syntax tables, so use
of the set-syntax fun tion will be re e ted here.

version{} Returns the program version identi ation string. This is used internally to implement
the -version option, and is not likely to be of use otherwise.

5
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ommand-line pro essing

Part of the intent of gema is that it an be used as a means of implementing more spe ialized
tools. A utility program is de ned by the ommand line arguments that it uses as well as by how
it pro esses its input les. Therefore, gema provides a way to ustomize the handling of ommand
line arguments.
The main program of gema just does some initialization, and then pro esses the ommand line
arguments by translating them with a set of built-in patterns. These rules that de ne the ommand
line arguments are de ned in a domain named \ARGV". The user is free to add additional rules to this
domain, thereby implementing new ommand line options, or even to unde ne existing rules. In the
input stream that is translated by the ARGV domain, the ommand line arguments are separated by
newline hara ters.5 The a tions for the ARGV rules are expe ted to do all their work with side-e e ts
and to not return any value. Any value that is returned by the translation (ex ept for the delimiting
newlines) will be reported by the main program as unde ned arguments.
The omplete set of built-in ARGV rules an be seen by looking at the sour e le \gema. " in the
variable argv rules. Here are a few representative examples:
ARGV:\N-id hars\n*\n=set-parm{id hars;$1}
ARGV:\N-literal\n*\n=set-syntax{L;$1}
ARGV:\N-p\n*\n=define{*}
ARGV:\N\L*\=*\n=define{$0}
ARGV:\N-odir\n*\n=set{.ODIR;*}
ARGV:\N-<L1>\n=set-swit h{$1;1}
ARGV:\N-*\n=err{Unre ognized option\:\ "-*"\n}exit-status{3}

For an example of extending the ommand line options, suppose you wanted to emulate a C
pre-pro essor by a epting \-D" options to de ne ma ros. That ould be done by de ning rules su h
as:
ARGV:\N-D<I>\=*\n=define{\\I$1\\I\=quote{$2}}
ARGV:\N-D<I>\n=define{\\I$1\\I\=1}

Instead of adding to the built-in rules, it is also possible to suppress the built-in rules and de ne
your own rules from s rat h. To do this, start the program with a ommand line like:
gema -prim pattern- le . . .
The -prim (\primitive mode") option suppresses loading of the built-in rules and reads patterns
from the spe i ed le. Then the remainder of the ommand line is pro essed a ording to whatever
ARGV rules were de ned in that le. Note that even the default behavior of reading from standard
input and writing to standard output is implemented by the ARGV rules. (The -prim option is the
only one that is hard- oded instead of being implemented by patterns.)
5 The newline was hosen for onvenien e, but it would more exa tly emulate the C argument semanti s if the NUL
hara ter was used as the separator, and perhaps that ought to be done in the future.
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odes

When the program terminates, it will return one of the following status odes to the operating
system (unless overridden by the use of fun tion exit-status):

0 nothing wrong
1 (reserved for user via exit-status{1})
2 failed mat h signaled by fail or abort
3 unde ned ommand line argument
4 syntax error in pattern de nitions
5 use of unde ned name during translation (domain, variable, swit h, parameter, syntax type, or
lo ale)

6 invalid numeri operand
7 an't exe ute shell ommand for shell fun tion
8 I/O error on input le
9 I/O error on output le
10 out of memory

7
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Status and Future development

This program was essentially fun tionally omplete by the end of 1995. There have been only minor
enhan ements and bug xes sin e then, both be ause it had rea hed a point where it was suÆ ient
for my own needs and be ause I have had very little time to spend on further development in re ent
years.
I onsider this to have been a su esful experiment sin e this program ontinues to prove very
useful for a wide variety of tasks that are not as well served by other tools.
In an ideal world, the urrent program would be regarded as a ompleted prototype, and it
would be appropriate to start designing the real program to repla e it. However, as usually happens
in the real world, we ship the prototype be ause there isn't time to do any more. There is room
for improvement in the areas of onsisten y, ease of use, and performan e at least. One parti ular
design issue is that the pattern mat hing should build a multi-level de ision tree instead of using
just a two-level dispat h with linear sear h after that.
Sin e this was developed by one person as a spare time hobby, it has not had as extensive or
systemati testing as ould be done, but I ontinue to use it frequently and it has been used by a
number of other people over the years, with only a small number of bugs being dis overed.
I don't know whether I will be spending any more e ort on further development, but I am
interested in hearing about any bugs found or other suggestions.
Following, in no parti ular order, are some assorted ideas for enhan ements whi h remain for the
future:
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Should warn about a domain that is de ned but not referen ed, sin e it it easy to mistakenly
negle t to quote a olon.
It might be useful to have a way to swit h (or push and pop) the output le { e.g. to write
ea h hapter of a do ument to a separate le even though the input might be a single le.
A fun tion to onstru t a unique pathname for a temporary le.
A default notation for quoting a long se tion of literal text, in addition to using the ba kslash
for quoting individual hara ters.
A fun tion to return the pathname of the urrent dire tory.
Re ord the le and line that ea h rule ame from, to be used in run-time error messages.
Improved tra e mode as an aid for debugging pattern les.
A template operator for spe ifying an a tion to be taken after all input les have been proessed.
A variation of the shell fun tion that returns the output of the ommand.
Support for Uni ode hara ters.
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